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Source: CE Top 500 (2016) annual review by Deloitte,
2015 CSR Managers’ Survey in the CE

Background: non financial reporting in CE

Over1/5 firm i

(117) companies have

declared they already have
some form of non-financial
reporting in place or at
least will report non-
financial data for 2016

50 are drafting their

reports according to
internationally recognized GRI
guidelines

31 integrated reports,

which is 26,5% of

all declared reports

10% increase of Top

500 companies in the last year
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Non financial reports published by CE Top 500 companies in 2016

Deloitte CE Top 500
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Source: Deloitte and Forum Odpowiedzialnego Biznesu

Background: development of non-financial reporting in Poland

About 90 companies

have attempted to publish

the report, 40 are

reporting n 1 or 2-year
cycle.

Growing interest in integrated

reporting – 20%

Do dziś opublikowano ok. 

330 non-financial

reports, 232
applications to the reporting
contest (2007-2016),
1 distinguished in the regional
Gren Frog Award.

84% reports contain

strategic approach to CSR.
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Number of reports in Social Reports contest (2007-2016)

40% reports from last year’s

contest externally verified.

ESG reporting is a standard

amongst RESPECT
Index companies

Up to 85% reports in

accordance with Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI).
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• In 2014, the European Union imposed a new reporting
requirement regarding disclosure of non-financial and
diversity information.

Listed companies, banks and other big public interest
entities will be obliged to publish non-financial data and
disclose its current and predicted negative impact on the
environment and areas such as:

• Ethics and respect for human rights

• Natural environment

• Social aspects

• Employee aspects

**Source: Directive 2013/34/EU as regards disclosure of non-financial and diversity
information by certain large undertakings and groups

EU Standards

Non-financial Directive as an impulse to SDG’s reporting

From January 2018,
around

6000
EU companies (incl. 300

Polish) will have to
disclose non-financial

information
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Mapping SDGs: It is already happening (Bank Zachodni WBK and Grupa LOTOS)
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What creates impact and why should it be measured?

Any company, regardless of whether it operates internationally, nationally, or just within a province or
municipality, has a significant local impact.

This is because through the allocation of manufacturing plants and the central branch of the company in
a specific, narrow regional environment, the company influences the development of these regions,
generating additional jobs, creating value added, personal income, and income from taxes and fees for
local government.

Local impact measurement can be an important tool used to influence the stakeholders perception of
the company (eg. customers, politicians, regulators, and members of the local community).

• Responding to the real needs of the region

• Strengthening trust between the company and its surroundings, primarily the local
authorities

• Creating shared value for the company and the region

• Legitimization of company’s activities in the local environment

• Increasing the efficiency of operations, reducing costs

• Strenghtening company’s reputation and brand image

• Creating an attractive environment for the company to operate in

• Transparency in communication with stakeholders

• Informed business decisions and optimization of operations

• Risk management, including reputational risk

Some of the
benefits of
measuring the
organization’s
local impact:
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Impact of specific industries

Source: Making it your business: Engaging with the Sustainable Development Goals , PwC



How can we measure the local impact?
Social Economic and Environmental Development Script (SEEDS) ©

The SEEDS methodology is the first methodology on the market that allows companies and
organizations to see how much they contribute to the improvement of the social area in which they operate,
and in doing so represents a practical tool for planning cooperation with local authorities in order to create
shared value.

The data used in the framework of SEEDS are the result of a comprehensive study (this study resulted in
the development of the EU Regional Social Progress Index) which reviewed all Polish regions
(voivodeships), within 52 variables in 3 key areas. Looking at the study findings, one can accurately
identify the areas in which the selected region reaches a high level of advancement and those that need
improvement.

By identifying key areas from the perspective of companies operating in the region and combining them
with the most important areas from the perspective of regional development, it is possible to develop
solutions that will contribute to the growth of the region through the growth of the company.

2016 Deloitte Advisory Sp. z o.o.



How can we measure the local impact?
Social Economic and Environmental Development Script (SEEDS) ©
7 Steps to creating meaningful impact in the region

(SEEDS) ©

LOREM
IPSUM

LOREM
IPSUM

LOREM
IPSUM

IMPLEMENT &
MANAGE

DEVELOP
PARTNER-

SHIPS

REVIEW

Review current activities supporting an
inclusive growth agenda at regional levels

IDENTIFY

MEASURE

PLAN &
DESIGN

MONITOR

Identify regional indicators relevant to
the company which can be influenced
by a comprehensive action plan

Measure current company
inputs addressing key regional
challenges

Plan a comprehensive course of action with
ambitious and achievable goals responding to key
regional challenges and stakeholder needs.

Recommend a governance structure
which supports the implementation of
plans for managing resources towards
the outlined goals

Map key stakeholders to
cooperate with at the regional
level to maximize the potential
effects of the actions and share
best practices in the field

Track and compare results by
collecting and evaluating feedback
from the community and set up an
impact measurement mechanism

2016 Deloitte Advisory Sp. z o.o.
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How can we measure the local impact?
A model based on inter-industry flows

The Input-Output model reflects the internal connections and relationships between the various sectors of
the economy. This model allows for investigating how the business of an enterprise affects the
development of their local environment, including its suppliers and subcontractors representing the various
sectors of the economy, as well as how the demand impulse generated by the remuneration of their
employees, contributes to the growth of the region's economy.

Company’s impact can be examined in
3 dimensions

Direct Impact
- resulting from the company's

core business activities

Indirect Impact
- generated among suppliers and

stakeholders of the companies
and related industries

Induced Impact
- generated by the expenses of
the company's employees and
employees of affiliated entities

Impact can be measure in
4 areas

Value added

Employment

Incomes of households

Revenues for local
government - taxes and
fees



Why SPI?

GDP provides an incomplete picture of human and societal development.
The complexities of the 21st century require a new measure of progres as a complement to GDP.
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Basic Human Needs OpportunityFoundations of Wellbeing

Social Progress Index

SPI and SDGs
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Impact measurement - it is already happening
2 288 milion PLN of public sector revenue generated

14
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Impact measurement - it is already happening
One bilion PLN of value added for Polish economy

15
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Impact measurement - it is already happening
5,4 thousand jobs generated

16
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private company limited by guarantee (“DTTL”), its network of
member firms, and their related entities. DTTL and each of its member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL (also
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